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EDITORIAL
So i turn back turn back to ship & journey here & water
flowing my beginning, quiet ending
the great mass of the memory mountain
rising up slowly out of the sea before sun
before sun
-rise
for even when it is dark, it is dark, it is home, it is here
the presences appearing thru the power thru the light, which is still dark.
we survive the midnight terrors when they knock or blow. Fire
earthshake. know we the gunman of tornado when they blow, how
we survive'

Many of the essays, poetry and stories in this issue confront and enquire into
what might be called the catastrophe of difference
the violence that erupts
when people/s and cultures collide. They consider in various ways and to various
degrees, the fallout from that contact — its negative and positive impact. In a
keynote address, delivered at the 'Caribbean Migrations: Negotiating Borders'
conference at Ryerson University (Toronto, Canada) in July 2005, Caribbean
poet, critic and historian, (Eddie) Kamau Brathwaite, made the somewhat startling
claim that Caribbean literature on the whole had 'failed to see itself, to act itself
out, in omen/ts of catastrophe', and declared that 'every step we make' as writers
and critics, 'we have to carry with us all the tokens and omen/ts of the past':
'Every step we make has to carry that purpose, that responsibility. Every bit of
literary criticism we write has to be conscious of what went before, all of i t . . . the
responsibility to know all the implications of it'.^
Given the degree to which the history of violent conquest, decimation of
peoples and land, slavery, diaspora and exile has been the theme, guiding force,
even vortex of most literature that has grown out of the Caribbean experience, it
is hard to see how Brathwaite could support such a claim. Perhaps the clue lies in
his use of the phrase 'all of it'. When he speaks of catastrophe and the need for the
novel to be re-visioned as 'the re-enactments of catastrophe' he is advocating the
representation of catastrophe as larger than that which is specific and particular
to the Caribbean — the catastrophe of civilisation (for which he takes the fall of
Rome as his beginning) and the catastrophe of universal proportions (the explosion
in our galaxy that created life on earth). Catastrophe then might be productive not
only of pain, darkness and fragmentation, but of love, light and new life.
This theme of new beginnings and belief in the possibility offered by
catastrophe has been an important aspect, indeed, the imperative of Brathwaite's
work over the last forty years. His dissertation (in poetry, criticism and history)

vil

on the importance of survival of peoples and cultures, and the remarkable
richness of creolisation in the Americas, is integral to that work — a sense of
Africa not lost in the middle passage but reconstituted and transformed in a new
environment: the Caribbean, he believed, was not the black hole of loss and
nothingness as infamously designated by V.S. Naipaul, but a new fecund world in
which the pain of passage was a birthing process. Diaspora offers the possibility
of new combination — what Brathwaite describes in his recent address as 'this
tremendous complexity dancing at the border'. It is an image that reverberates
throughout his work:
We walk
we walk

fuses the drumbeats to move-

we walk, Nana Tano,
and it will soon be night.

ment; lights twinkle to life
in their root tips; the

And it will soon be night,
Nana Tano,

tree rises
again and you rise

when the dry seed cracks
and a new star splits

with its trunk and its movement of branches; leaves

into darkness. When the
drum sticks

hear again what the distance is
saying; and my mem-

bend and the drummer climbs out of the dark-

ory bends, curves, nods
heads and crouches;

ness. Buttocks balance
the earth; spine

feeding the dust at the soles
of its feet as it dances.^

Brathwaite urges us to face the past but to face it as Janus — also looking to the
future. He would have us recognise the possibility that catastrophe offers, not
just to assess 'where we have gone wrong' and change our ways, but to recognise
something 'rich and strange' in lives transformed by catastrophe. He believes in
and asks for a new criticism and a new literature 'of intercultural reconstitution of
fragments'. This issue is evidence of just such a literature.
NOTES
'

'Mountain', Born to Slow Horses, Wesleyan UP, Middletown, 2005, pp. 132-33.

^

Quotation from the address is taken from the sound recording, Kamau Brathwaite's
Middle Passages: A Lecture, produced by Sandberry Press, 2006. My transcription
may not be as Brathwaite conceives it in all instances (as for example the word that
sounds like 'oments', being a combination of 'omens' and 'moments') but it stands as
my translation of the oral into the written word — 'omen/ts'.
'Tano' {Masks), The Arrivants, Oxford UP, London, 1973, pp.154-55.
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